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ABSTRACT
Risk management is the systematic process of identifying, analyzing, and responding to project risk. The process of risk analysis includes qualitative and quantitative analysis. The qualitative risk analysis is done by prioritizing the identified risk factors based on their probability and impact. The quantitative risk analysis is expressed in terms of monetary value and schedule. The aim of this study is to use earned value management as a quantitative method to risk analysis. The earned value analysis can be used to predict the cost at completion and percentage of completion with reference to the baseline estimate, schedule and actual. This method of quantitative analysis considers financial risk and schedule risk as major factor in the execution of project. When the difference between planned value and earned value is observed the risk factors involved can be identified using Deviation Report of Project. Similarly, the quantification for risk can be made by the performance indicators obtained in the earned value analysis. In this way progress of the project can be analyzed and also proactive risk analysis can be done for further completion of the project. Thus earned value management, risk management and material management can be integrated to prevent delay and improve performance of the project.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
The phenomenon of risk is a subject of investigation for many both practitioners and theorists. However, only a few of them take these problems and try to formulate the problem within the framework of a procedure. In many publications, the authors deal with the problem of identification of hazards areas and their classification in different groups, among others, due to the source of origin, the impact size, etc. The number of papers proposing a methodology of quantifying of the risk and elaboration of procedures for the adoption of appropriate actions (so called “an appropriate strategy on risk response”) is relatively lower. This paper briefly outlines the area of risk management in the construction project.

Risk analysis is regarded as the procedure involving the critical evaluation of prospective risks, arranging them according to importance, and allowing the management team to select the important ones. Risk analysis is the most tasking procedure in managing risk. This is due to the fact that it involves assessing the chances of the event of a risk and their outcomes on a project's objectives. Its main aim is to evaluate risk by separating the unnecessary events, the chances of the unwanted event happening, and the size of such events. Risk analysis includes uncertainty in a qualitative and quantitative manner to evaluate the potential effects of risk. The evaluation should largely focus on risks that have high chances or effects.

In risk analysis, two main approaches are broadly used. They are: qualitative risk analysis and quantitative risk analysis and sub-category semi-quantitative. The choice of method depends on the following: the type and magnitude of the intended project, available information, the financial implication and time available, the experience of the analysts, the extent of innovation and the ultimate purpose of the results. Quantitative approach is primarily based on probability spreading of risks. However, if sufficient data are available it can provide objective results. Qualitative method on the other hand, is subject to personal experience, intuition and judgment. The outcomes can therefore significantly vary from one analyst to another. Consequently, the quantitative
approach remains the preferred option by most practitioners.

1.2 Problem Identification
In the any MNC construction Building project, risk is always available in the procurement process, we have to minimize the risk by identifying that risk and prevent remedial on Perticular risk. The earned value analysis can be used to predict the cost at completion and percentage of completion with reference to the baseline estimate, schedule and actual. This method of quantitative analysis considers financial risk and schedule risk as major factor in the execution of project. When the difference between planned value and earned value is observed the risk factors involved can be identified using Deviation Report of Project. Similarly, the quantification for risk can be made by the performance indicators obtained in the earned value analysis. In this way progress of the project can be analyzed and also proactive risk analysis can be done for further completion of the project. Thus earned value management, risk management and material management can be integrated to prevent delay and improve performance of the project.

2. METHODOLOGY
The assessment of time and cost related risk is made through the application of Earned Value Management. Earned value management (EVM) and risk management (RM) processes share a common aim of providing decision makers with the best information available when setting objectives and considering management strategies. However, they take differing approaches. The Earned Value Management can be used for forecasting the time schedule and cost estimation and hence can be integrating to predict the unexpected occurrence of risk in the project. EVM establishes project performance status and extrapolates that information to gain an understanding of future trends and the allocation of resource needed to successfully meet these objectives. RM looks to the unknown future to identify risks (threat and opportunity) and recommend early action to be taken to limit the impact and probability of threat occurrence or maximize the exploitation of opportunities. Both EVM and RM are, in their own way, informing project baseline estimates by using both objective and subjective data. Estimating uncertainty can be reduced by comparison of data outputs from both disciplines, providing a better understanding of project progress and predicted future trends.

Earned Value Management Index (CPI, SPI) shows advanced deviations from the program and can show the effectiveness of risk process in the assessment of uncertainty:

1) If CPI or SPI is less than 1, project progress is further back to program, and one of its reasons is risk process failure in keeping project on the primary base. And when these risks are turned into problems, there will be delay or additional cost in project. In this case, the manager should consider risk management and evaluate its efficiency.

2) If CPI or SPI is higher than 1, the development project has been more than the program and the risk process must focus on the use of available opportunities, it examines the best risk management process and the opportunity together and seeks to minimize risk and maximize opportunity. When the Earned Value Management represents opportunities in the project, the risk process identifies these opportunities.

3) It should be noted, being too high CPI or SPI (much greater than 1) does not represent an opportunity for project but also show there are other problems in the project. Usually, if real progress is so much more expected program, it can be concluded that in determining the initial baseline, a poor planning has been done or areas. have been marked by mistake.

4) Similarly, if the CPI or SPI is so much less than 1, it is not only the result of not managed risks, it can also be the result of problems in the program or scope baseline.
3. DATA COLLECTION

The data for the study is collected from the project involving the construction of Police Station at Kopargaon Dist. Ahmednagar. This is a Government Project having Contract Value was 2 Crores and the planned duration for the project was 12 months. The project commenced on 02.07.2019 and the completion period was planned to be 01.07.2020. Only 70.56% of work is accomplished in the contract period. After that Project is extend 4 months more and then Complete that Project on 10.10.2020. As Per the BOQ Sheet Tender Calculations and Calculation of actual execution, In this we Prepared Deviation Report Which Gives Us Actual Cost(AC), Planned Value(PV), Execution Value (EV). Following Results are coming.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Deviation Report
From the last Deviation Report we get the, 

\[ AC = \text{Rs.} 1,99,43,185.24 \]
\[ EV = \text{Rs.} 1,92,52,665.5 \]
\[ PV = \text{Rs.} 1,89,62,543.51 \]

CPI = \( \frac{EV}{AC} = \frac{1,92,52,665.5}{1,99,43,185.24} = 0.96 \)

SPI = \( \frac{EV}{PV} = \frac{1,92,52,665.5}{1,89,62,543.51} = 0.95 \)

The Cost Performance Indicator and Schedule. Performance Index is less than 1 which indicates that the activities under the schedule are prone to risk in the area where the difference between the planned value
and the Actual value is high.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The character and specifics of the construction industry makes that the analysis of the impact of risk factors on a construction project is more often taken, despite the major difficulties of their quantification. The problem of risk management is not only current but it is essential for the efficient planning and realization of a construction project. Risk Analysis is carried out to mitigate the consequences of a negative event such as risk. The probability and impact are obtained through qualitative risk analysis whereas the quantification for risk is obtained in the quantitative risk analysis.

The study conducted in the initial stages was aimed at identifying the risk analysis method and risk factors through review of literature. Though quantitative risk analysis is carried out after the identifying the risk factors through qualitative risk analysis, this study aimed at considering the cost and time factors and carrying out quantitative risk analysis.

This study is aimed at identifying the factors affecting the progress of construction projects. The study investigates the variances and performance indicators through earned value analysis. The cost and schedule data collected are subjected to analysis and the results obtained are related to the activities in the project where the probability of risk is Moderate. The basic idea of the study is to obtain quantification to risk in the procurement process of construction project. We get some major factors that causes the delay of project and increase the cost of project given in below,

- The major factors that caused the delay of the project and increase the cost of project are -
  - The delay due to the procurement of Process in the initial Stage, due to Black Cotton Soil in rainy Season Excavation was delay.
  - Delay due to the method of used in the project
  - Delay in land acquisition process of Existing Building from Police office.
  - Delay due to the Lack of Material Management in the January & February month of 2020.
  - Delay caused due to technical issues caused by human errors.
6. FUTURE SCOPE

- With the help of Deviation Report we can actually compare between the Actual cost, earned value and Planned cost and Find out the Risk in the Project and analysis it by the its impact on the project.
- This method of quantitative analysis considers financial risk and schedule risk as major factor in the execution of project When the difference between planned value and earned value is observed the risk factors involved can be identified using Deviation Report of Project.
- Similarly, the quantification for risk can be made by the performance indicators obtained in the earned value analysis. In this way progress of the project can be analyzed and also proactive risk analysis can be done for further completion of the project.
- Thus earned value management, risk management and material management with Deviation Report can be integrated to prevent delay and improve performance of the project.
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